b. Every cell has its own capacity. Once the capability of connecting new decisions for present cell is employed and present or new call from a mobile that is found within a neighborhood crossed by another cell is transferred to it, it should have some capability within the initial cell for alternative users. c. Due to the interference of two phones present in the different cells of the same channels. d. The management of the quick and slow moving users consistent with their demand to avoid the potential interference to the opposite users in cells. e. For scaling back the interference of a small neighboring cell because of the "near-far" impact if the mobile phone has still a superb affiliation to its present cell.
II. Overview Of Vertical Handoff Process
It is the process in which a mobile terminal changes from its present connection point to another access network. It is method of keeping user's active communication. This consists of various stages like: Initiation of handover, decision of handover and Execution of handover.  Initiation of Handover: In this step selection of target point of connection is considered, depending upon certain parameters and the time of the handover  Handover Decision: The new point of attachment is decided and created in this process.  Handover Execution: New channel is allotted in this process. The best network is connected by VHD algorithms among all the available channels
Vertical Handoff Decision (VHD) Criteria
Various parameters are considered in vertical handoff decision algorithms. These are explained as follows: i. Strength of Received Signal: It is main parameter for decision in vertical handoff. Received signal strength is measured easily and it directly relates to service quality. Horizontal handover algorithms mostly use this parameter ii. Network connection time: It is the most essential parameter. This time means the extent that user has been connected to the current position of connection iii. Bandwidth Available: Available bandwidth is the calculation of existing information and communication resources. iv. Consumption of Power: If the battery of mobile terminal is low the consumption of power becomes main issue v. Monetary cost: As every network has its own charging policies, the charges of network service must also be considered in implementing handover decisions vi. Security: When integrity of the transmitted data is vital, systems having advanced level of security should be selected over other one that offers lower level of security of data. vii. Preferences of User: Individual user's choice can lead to the selection of one type of network over the other networks
III. Classification Of VHD Algorithm:
RSS Based VHD Algorithms: Received Signal Strength is the most important criteria in the RSS based algorithms. Vertical handoff decision algorithms assess the received signal strength of the present connection against the others to make handover decisions.
VHD Algorithms Based on Bandwidth:
This algorithm uses available bandwidth as the main criteria for the handover. Remaining bandwidth and requirements of user are considered in taking decision whether to switch from wireless local area network to Wireless Wide Area Network (WWAN) and vice versa. Location of movable unit is also taken in to consideration. As available bandwidth is considered as main criteria, it gives good throughput for vertical handoff decision. Lower handover latency is achieved for delay-sensitive applications.
VHD Algorithms Based on Cost Function:
Group of networks and other parameters such as strength of received signal, available bandwidth, service cost, network covering area, security, battery power are chosen in these types of decision algorithms for estimating the work quality of desired networks. Handoff decision is made accordingly. According to priority, cost of each possible target network is calculated in this method. The use of cost function makes this method useful. Handover blocking probability is reduced and percentage of user fulfilled requests is increased. In these decision algorithms the normalization and weights distribution methods are given in the system. The highest weight function is chosen as the target for switching. Advantages of this type of algorithm are reduced decision delay of handoff, high throughput and reduced blocking rate of handover These algorithms use artificial neural networks (ANN) and fuzzy logic. The parameters of present wireless networks are collected by mobile devices and are sent to a middleware known as vertical handover manager by the obtainable connections. Network handling device, feature collector and ANN training/selector are its three main components. A multilayer feed forward ANN selects the best handover desired wireless network available to mobile terminal based on the preferences users. Superfluous handovers and ping-pong effect is avoided in this algorithm.
IV. Methodology
Many research works were developed in this field of handoff into networks using wireless technology. But existing methods have the drawbacks that these techniques do not concentrate on the most important parameters in the networks during the handoff. In some research methods the nearest base station congestion has not been considered during transfer of call to the nearest base station. A number of research works reduce these drawbacks by considering the base stations load value during the handover, but those methods do not consider the time of the handover. The quality of service drops below a sufficient level and connection is dropped if handover does not happen at right time. To prioritize calls based on the FIFO scheme the queuing method has been introduced in handover. In these queuing schemes when obtained signal strength of the base station controller in the present cell reaches to certain defined verge the call is queued for servicing a nearby cell. A new call request is given to a channel if there is empty queue and there is at least a free channel in the base station controller. This queuing method also has the disadvantage that when the call achieves the receiver level and then free channel is not available, the connection is not matured i.e. the importance of the call is not taken care of. So the necessity is to develop a new handover technique in the mobile network. All the aforesaid drawbacks presented in the existing techniques have motivated to do the research in this area.
V. Objectives And Challenges
There are various problems in the handoff initiation and decision making process. The main technical aim and challenge in obtaining these objectives include in making of a flawless handoff system in various networks are: a. Production of the Historical information based on the Network arrangement. b. To handoff the Mobile Nodes using Artificial Intelligence based on historical information. c. To realize Rule Mining and generate the handoff factor, handoff rules based on Bandwidth, RSS and Cost in terms of time. d. To select the optimal target network using efficient decision making algorithm. e. To perform the necessary handoffs in Vertical Communication. f. Power Savings: minimizes the consumption of power by maintaining the simple vertical handoff decision. g. Overhead of Bandwidth: To reduce the extra traffic in network used for implementing switching by obtaining optimal network to reduce the complication. h. Calculation of the improvement obtained by handing off to a particular network. an Extended historical vertical handoff decision function is developed
VI. Mean Handoff Computation Algorithm
For solving the problem step by step Algorithm is used which can be implemented with help of programming. 
VII. Fuzzy Rules Set
The different sets of rules are defined with the various combinations such as Bandwidth Signal Strength, and Time. Depending upon the one value and the other, rules would vary. The table shows the combinations of these rules which can be used in the Fuzzy Logic editor. Table. The results show that handoff decision delay is reduced up to 99% with this scheme. The results are repeatable and reliable.
VIII. Conclusion
During this research, a scheme of vertical handoff in mobile communication environment has been presented. The existing system had the unnecessary handoffs which had been reduced in the proposed scheme. The main importance of the research work is in developing an efficient mechanism for vertical handover in wireless networks to reduce unnecessary handoffs and reduce the time delay based on the historical information and the rules generation using fuzzy system. Numbers of handoffs are reduced, which reduces the degradation in quality of signal and reduces extra load of network. Handoff latency is minimized. The algorithm has less computational complexity and is simple.
